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PRINCIPAL’S MESSAGE
Dear Parents and carers
I would like to welcome you to
Ark Putney Academy. We are
excited that your family will be
joining our school community
and look forward to working with
you over the forthcoming
years. You will be joining a
school that values your child as
an individual. We believe that
every single one of our students
has a talent or talents that we
want him or her to be able to
express. This is reflected in our
broad curriculum and rich extracurricular offer.
My ambition for the school
remains simple; I want us to be
the best that we can possibly
be. That means that we have a
relentless, continuous focus on
standards. Every student must
fulfil his or her potential. As
exemplified in our mission
statement; preparing every
student to be a pillar of any
community.
It is our job to work closely with
you as fellow stakeholders to
make sure that this happens. I
hope that this handbook will help
both parents/carers and students
by providing a handy reference
guide of key information about
school life and we welcome any
feedback you may have about the
content.
Enjoy the year ahead!
Yours sincerely

Ms Alison Downey
Principal
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CONTACT DETAILS
It is crucial that parents are contactable at any time of the day. It is
our expectation that contact details are updated on a regular basis
and that parents ensure that they return our calls as quickly as
possible. Failure to be contactable is a safeguarding risk and is not
acceptable. Whole Academy communication can come via email or
from letters in the post, the Academy website, newsletters and text
messaging.
The Academy is contactable through various means such as email and
telephone. The main reception desk is available on 020 8788 3421.
Once you have dialled through you will be given a number of options.
To contact the Year 7 team please see email addresses on Page 12.
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Vision and Values
At Ark Putney we have a holistic view of educating young people. Our mission statement is:

Preparing every student to be a pillar of any community
By this we mean that we are focusing on
developing students to be the very best they can
be in all aspects of their lives not only through
academic progress but also by developing the
soft skills that will enable students to be
successful in the world such as good manners
and the ability to speak confidently combined
with the desire to participate through sport, the
arts and contributing to charity and community
projects.

The main drivers for this are our Six Pillars as
listed below. These permeate Academy life and can
be seen in everything that we do, think and say at
APA. They are also a focus of our assemblies, reflections and tutorial activities. They help to guide
us in how we behave, what we do and what kind of
people we want to be.

This can be illustrated by our core purpose,
which is to provide students with:

• An appreciation and curiosity for life and

learning
• The courage and ambition to unlock and
fulfil their potential
• A desire to contribute to society in a positive
way
• A sense of self-awareness, combined with the
integrity to be compassionate towards others

Our House System
On entry to Ark Putney Academy each student is placed in one of our four houses (we try to keep
siblings together). Each house is led by a member of staff and a student house captain.
The houses are a major part of the culture and ethos of the Academy and we arrange weekly extra curricular events such as quizzes and sporting activities in which students can compete and gain
positive pillar points for their house. Students can also collect individual pillar points which
contribute to their houses’ running total. At the end of each term we have a number of house cups
which are presented to the students in our final assemblies.
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Our Curriculum
Our over-arching vision for all students at Ark Putney Academy is for
them to stand as pillars within any community. Through the delivery of
an ambitious academic, vocational and technical curriculum, our goal is
to enable APA students to enter a higher education course, or career of
their choice, when they leave the Academy.

Key Tasks for
Students
√ understand the timetable
√ know what lessons take
place on each day

√ get to lessons on time –
especially after break and
Throughout KS3, we therefore offer a broad and balanced curriculum
that enables a strong foundation for our students’ futures: approximately lunch
half the timetable is devoted to English, Maths and Science to ensure
√ know who your teachers
that students can be successful across the board; all students then also
are
study French/Spanish, History, Geography, RE, PE, Art, Music, DT,
Computer Science, Reading and PSCHE. We believe that this offer
√ know where the
provides a well-rounded school experience and ensures students have
classroom for each lesson
the capacity to fulfil their academic potential, as well as develop their
is
individual interests and talents.
√ know what equipment is
Our timetable is based on a 30-period week with each lesson lasting 50
needed for each lesson
minutes. Students in Year 7 are taught in mixed ability classes in order
to support their transition and enable staff to gain a robust assessment √ have your school bag
packed the night before
of each child’s ability range. Students in Year 7 will follow a timetable as
with everything needed
follows:
for the following day
• English – 4 periods
√ use your Chromebook to
• Maths — 4 periods
check Teams for
• Science – 4 periods
homework every night
• History and Geography – 2 periods each
√ use your Chromebook to
• Modern Languages (French or Spanish) — 3 periods
do extra work for subjects
• Design Technology and Art – 2 periods each
you enjoy or find difficult
• PE – 2 periods
• Music, RE, Computer Science, PSCHE — 1 period each
The Academy day starts at 8.30am with line up each day, then reading time or assembly followed by
Period 1 at 8.55am, 6 periods with a break and lunch and ending with 15 minutes of tutor time (see
Times of the Day on Page 7).

NB: On Fridays we do not have AM/PM tutor so school finishes at 2.40pm

Tips for Parents/Carers
√ keep a copy of your child’s timetable on display so you know what they have each day
√ encourage your child to learn what lessons they have on which days so that they can become
independent

√ know your child’s teachers and who teaches what
√ ensure that your child has their full PE kit for PE days
√ equip them with the tools they will need at home and at the Academy.
√ essentials for the pencil case are black pens, pencils, coloured pencils, rubber, sharpener, ruler
and Maths equipment – calculator, compass and protractor.
√ help your child organise their living space so that they have a place for everything to do with
school. Try to make sure they have access to a desk, good light and storage space for their school
books and equipment.
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Extra-Curricular, Educational
Visits and Homework
All students in Year 7 are expected to sign up for
at least two clubs each week. There is a wide
variety of activities on offer, including coding
clubs, art clubs, choir, drama, badminton,
basketball, football, gymnastics, netball,
athletics, rounder’s, cricket, trampolining etc.
Details of all activities will be given to your child
at the beginning of term and advertised on the
website.

Educational/rewards trips and visits — During the course of the year, students may have

the opportunity to take part in educational or rewards visits run by the school. When these occur you
will be advised of the details and asked to complete an electronic parental consent form. Any letter you
receive will have clear instructions as to the cost of the trip. Where there is a charge, all payments will
need to be made on the iPay system at the time of completing the consent form. You will be given iPay
login details at the start of your child’s first year.

Homework — With regards to homework, students are asked to complete out-of-class tasks for all

subjects. These may be given to consolidate or extend work that has taken place in class or to prepare
for work that is to come. Teachers will give full details of tasks and will set the task on Microsoft
Teams and will make their expectations clear. Students will always be given a week to complete the
homework set. If a student does not complete their homework, the teacher can put them in a same day
homework detention. We encourage parents to check homework every night and check tasks on
Microsoft Teams with their child. All parents and students will be issued with log-in details at the
beginning of the year and access to Microsoft Teams.
Students who do not have access to the internet at home or a suitable workstation or computer are
advised to use the Academy library before or after Academy hours, and to attend our nightly
homework club supported by staff.
All students will be loaned a Chromebook on arrival at the Academy so they will be able to use this to
complete homework.

Key Tasks for Students

Tips for Parents/Carers

√ know what homework is set on each day

√ make sure you know your Teams log in

√ set up and agree a routine for homework
with your child

√ make sure you know when the deadline is to hand
in your homework

√ have a copy of the homework timetable
visible

√ work as hard as you can on your homework
independently first

√ a good time for homework is after a short
break when your child returns from
school

√ make sure you ask for help if it is difficult or you
don’t understand something
√ remember to give it in on time

√ try to ensure that homework is done on
the night it is set to prevent build up
√ if your child is stuck offer support but
don’t do it for them
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APA Term Dates and Times of the Day 2022-23
Date

Event

Thursday 1 September 2022

Inset

Friday 2 September

Inset

Monday 5 September

First day back for students

Thursday 20 October

Last day of half term for students

Friday 21 October

Ark Network Inset

Monday 24 – Friday 28 October

Half term

Monday 31 October

Inset

Tuesday 1 November

Students return

Monday 5 December

Inset

Friday 16 December

Last day of autumn term

Monday 19 December – Monday 2 January 2023

Christmas Holidays

Tuesday 3 January 2023

Inset

Wednesday 4 January

Inset

Thursday 5 January

Students return

Wednesday 1 February

Ark Network Inset

Monday 13 – Friday 17 February

Half term

Friday 31 March

Last day of spring term

Monday 3 – Friday 14 April

Easter Holidays

Monday 17 April

Inset

Tuesday 18 April

Students return

Monday 1 May

Bank Holiday

Friday 26 May

Last day of half term

Monday 29 May – Friday 2 June

Half term

Thursday 6 July

Ark Network Inset

Friday 21 July

Last day of summer term

Times

Lessons Monday - Thursday

Times

Lessons - Friday

8.30-8.55am

Tutor

8.30-9.20am

Line up and Period 1

8.55-9.45am

Period 1

9.20-10.10am

Period 2

9.45-10.35am

Period 2

10.10-10.30am

Break

10.35-10.55am

Break

10.30-11.20am

Period 3

10.55-11.45am

Period 3

11.20-12.10am

Period 4

11.45-12.35pm

Period 4

12.10-1.00pm

Lunch

12.35-1.25pm

Lunch

1.00-1.50pm

Period 5

1.25-2.15pm

Period 5

1.50-2.40pm

Period 6

2.15-3.05pm

Period 6

2.40pm

Students dismissed (no
tutor time)

3.05-3.20pm

Tutor
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Attendance
We expect our students to attend school 100% of the time. Students are set individual targets of 97%
attendance. The reason why our expectations are so high is simply because if you are not in school
then you are not learning. If a student misses on average one day per week (20%) over their
secondary school stage, they are actually missing one whole year of their education.
Our Attendance Manager oversees the school’s registration system. Schools are legally required to
keep accurate records of pupil attendance. Registers are legal documents and can be submitted as
evidence in court. Our Attendance Team can be contacted at c.scully@arkputneyacademy.org or
n.barrett2@arkputneyacademy.org to report any absence from school. Please can you notify any
absences before 9am on the morning and every morning your child is absent and please ensure you
state the reason for absence (nature of any illnesses). Attendance and academic success are closely
linked. It is very important that your child attends every day. Students should not be kept from
school without previously obtaining the permission of the Principal, except in the case of illness or
emergency. We encourage all parents to make appointments for medical appointments outside of
school hours. However, if a student needs to attend an appointment, please contact our Attendance
Team in advance and provide evidence of the appointment.
Punctuality is recognised through our pillar of commitment and we expect all students to be on site
by 8.20am for line-up of 8.30am. Failure to arrive to school on time will result in a 30 minute
detention at lunchtime with Mrs Scully. If your child is more than 30 minutes late they will
automatically go into an after school detention on the same night for 1 hour.

Key Tasks for Students

Tips for Parents/Carers

√ Plan your journey to take account of
the traffic and possible delays

√ Ensure that your child leaves the house in good time

√ Always carry your Oyster card with
you

√ Check the website for updates on the school calendar
√ Phone Mrs Scully regarding any appointments, delays or absences
√ Book holidays during official school breaks only

Assessment and Reporting to
Parents
All students sit 2 sets of
formal assessments
during the course of the
academic year. At Ark
Putney, students are
given an ‘Age Related
Grade’ on entry to the
Academy which relates
to their final expected
GCSE grades. These
target grades are
shared with students
and parents and are
reviewed at the end of
KS3. After each assessment the students are
issued with a comparative ‘Age-Related
Grade’.
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In addition to this students are given an

‘Attitude to Learning Grade’

This is a 1-4 grade for each subject based upon classwork, homework, effort and attendance with 1
being excellent and 4 being unacceptable.
This is what the standard report looks like:

In addition to this parents will receive one additional full written report over the course of the year
and will be expected to attend at least one Parents Evening.

Key Tasks for Students

Tips for Parents/Carers

√ Make a note of your targets and
progress grades

√ Check the website for the published exam timetable
on the school calendar

√ Always know your targets to improve
your work

√ Write a revision timetable with your child at least
three weeks ahead of the exams

√ For each exam week ensure that you
know which topics are being tested and
write a revision timetable

√ Revise with your child

√ Practise the exam and revision
techniques which suit you as a learner

√ Discuss any data reports sent home

√ Provide a quiet space and time for revision

√ Attend all parents evenings and information nights
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Eating Arrangements, Academy
Lockers and Mobile Phones
Our dining hall and catering service is run on a restaurant basis and is called Trunks. All food is
purchased by a cashless catering system called iPay. Parents can log into this and upload funds. The
dining hall and coffee bar are open before school serving hot and cold snacks for breakfast and then at
break and lunchtime. Vegetarian options are available. After school there is a small food service. All
menus are available on the Academy website.
Lockers are available to hire for a £10 deposit, which is refundable when the key is returned. A charge
of £10 is made if a replacement key is required. Students are encouraged to use these to store coats and
additional bags during the school day. Lockers are available to book via the iPay system.

At Ark Putney we operate a ‘Not Seen, Not Heard’
mobile phone policy. This means that all devices are switched off
and headphones are removed on entry to the site and cannot be
seen until students are off site at the end of the day. We also
encourage responsible contact between students after school
using mobile phones, emails and social media. All students will
have access to an email address and they will be expected to use
it in a professional and responsible manner. Students who are
using social media are reminded of the need to use it in an
appropriate way and be mindful of cyber-bullying and e-safety.

Key Tasks for Students

Tips for Parents/Carers

√ Make sure your phone is switched off and put
away at the gate

√ Always check your child’s iPay account
√ Do not allow your child to have their mobile
phone with them at bedtime and switch off all
electronics

√ Be responsible in your digital footprint and
always use electronics positively
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Rewards and
Expectations
At Ark Putney we have a positive behaviour management
policy based on reward positive points for our six pillars.
Rewards are always used to re-enforce positive
behaviour. The allocation of rewards is based on data
collected on each student. The can take the form of
points, our ATL scores and attendance and punctuality
data. Students are celebrated through collecting pillar
badges, accumulated pillar points, pillar postcards, ATL
reward parties and trips.
We also try to teach students our expectations so that
everyone is clear on how to behave. Below are four of the
posters that we use in assemblies, class and in the
corridors to re-enforce our expectations.
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In the classroom we have a clear policy to manage student behaviour called, ‘The C System’
listed below. This makes clear the Academy expectations regarding behaviour and is used by all staff.
The process of this system is listed below. Further details of our behaviour policy is listed on our
website including the detention and sanctions system.

Key Tasks for
Students
√ Make sure you
understand and adhere to
our expectations
√ Aim to collect positive
pillar points each week
√ If you find yourself in
detention – just do it and
start again the next lesson

Tips for Parents/
Carers
√ Support us in ensuring
that the Academy is
always a place of learning
by allowing students to
complete detentions
√ Attend our celebration
meetings and join us in
praising your child

Contact Details
To contact the Year 7 team please note the following email addresses:
Head of KS3

Ms E Gelder

e.gelder@arkputneyacademy.org

Head of Year 7

Mr S Yamuah

s.yamuah@arkputneyacademy.org

Attendance Manager
KS3 Administrator

Mrs C Scully
Mrs P Kelly

c.scully@arkputneyacademy.org
p.kelly@arkputneyacademy.org
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Uniform and Equipment
Students are expected to wear the APA uniform to show that they are a part of our community. Their
uniform is a symbol of equality, identity and allegiance to our Academy’s culture and ethos.
Every student has a responsibility to wear the full Academy uniform at all times, when the Academy is
in session, and on their journey to and from the Academy. This means wearing ‘school’ shoes, tie,
blazer and APA bag on their journey to and from the Academy. No coats or hats are permitted inside
the building. Students must wear their blazer at all times. Every parent/carer has a responsibility to
ensure that their child has a full Academy uniform and wears it correctly each day.
Our uniform supplier is Khalsa. Whilst they do have a shop in Bethnal Green most parents prefer to
purchase items through their website www.khalsaschoolwear.co.uk
All uniform marked with * must be purchased from Khalsa
Item

Description

*Blazer

Mid grey; superior poly/viscose cloth; Academy logo on front left chest.

Black formal trousers

Plain black formal trousers. No jeans‘ styles, leggings, lycra, skinny or
combat trousers. Although some shops advertise these as ‘school’ trousers, they do not comply with this policy.

*Skirt

Black with Academy logo on the hem. Stitch down pleat. Must not be
rolled up. Students must wear the correct size skirt for their physique
and must not ‘downsize’ to achieve a shorter skirt.

Shirt/blouse

Socks

Plain white with collar; long or short sleeves; tucked in at all times; top
buttons
fastened.
All students must wear the tie for their house. Ties to be worn with a
small knot that covers the top button of the shirt. Five stripes must be
showing on the tie.
Mid grey V neck, with or without sleeves; with green stripe; Academy
logo.
Plain black or white

Tights

Plain black or or natural coloured

*APA rucksack

Plain black APA rucksack with APA logo. Year 7-10 must wear this.

*Shorts

APA shorts. Black with Academy logo. May be worn during the summer
term only.

*Tie

*Jumper/cardigan

PE Kit
*Technical shirt
*Technical shorts
*Technical Bottoms
PE socks
*Technical training bottoms
Trainers

Outdoor Clothing Items
Students may wear a plain outdoor coat of any colour. No branding or
logos are allowed. No leather or denim jackets or hoodies are
permitted. All outdoor clothing must be removed when in the Academy
buildings. Items not permitted will be confiscated and a negative point

Shoes
Plain black, low-heeled, leather ‘school’ shoes.

•
•
•
•
•

No trainers or canvas pumps.
No branding along the sides of the shoe.
No metallic chains or decoration.
Should contain a stiff rubber or leather sole that is not a ‘platform’ sole.
Boots are permitted with trousers but not with a skirt.
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Enforcement of the
policy
At Ark Putney we are very strict
regarding our uniform
No student will be permitted to
engage in learning with the rest of the
Academy community, unless in full
Academy uniform (including hair
style).
Non-uniform items of clothing/
jewellery will be confiscated by the
member of staff who encounters it
and returned after a conversation has
taken place with the parent/carer.

Students who have a medical
condition and need to wear
alternative footwear must provide a
written note from a medical
professional. Students who come to
the Academy in non-uniform
footwear with no note from a medical
professional will be held in isolation
until they can wear full uniform again
or until parents or carers can deliver
shoes to the Academy.
Equipment Policy

Jewellery, nails and makeup

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Students are allowed to wear a wrist watch
and one small metal stud in the lobe of each
ear:
No diamond style ear studs
One plain stud in the lobe of the ear
No facial piercings are permitted, nor are
piercings covered by a plaster.
No bracelets
No rings
No false nails or coloured nail varnish.
No makeup in Key Stage 3. Makeup worn in
Key Stage 4 must be subtle and suited to a
work environment.

Hair and Headwear
Hair (including hair extensions) must be of the
student’s natural hair colour and appropriate style
(no tramlines, Mohicans, extreme shaving or
styling or hair or eyebrow designs etc.). Long hair
must be tied back for practical lessons. Hair
decorations should be small and plain with no
patterned headbands or bandanas allowed.
Students are permitted to cover their head for
religious or cultural reasons. Headscarves must be
plain black or grey. Turbans and handkerchief/
remaal to tie a topknot must be plain black or
grey.

It is vital that every student is
equipped for the Academy day. Along
with their APA bag and their PE
equipment we expect every student to
carry their APA Dozen

Tips for Parents/Carers
√ Always check your child’s
uniform in the morning
√ Always order replacement
items at the beginning of
the school holiday

The APA Dozen

√ Complete a weekly
equipment check
√ Always go by our uniform
policy not the word of your
child

Key Tasks for Students
√ Check your planner each
night for tasks to complete
√ Check your bag each night
to ensure that you have the
right equipment
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Pupil Consent Form for
Use of Photographs/Videos
for pupils aged 13 and over
Dear pupil,
We like to celebrate and showcase your achievements which may sometimes involve taking photographs +/
or video recordings as part of curriculum or extra-curricular activities. These activities may include
classroom activities, educational visits as well as performances, sporting and other school events.
We may use these photos and recordings in and around school (e.g. on notice boards), on social media,
where they may be used for marketing, fundraising and promotional purposes, in the school’s prospectus,
on our website and in newsletters. We may also share these images and recordings with Ark Schools (as we
are one of the schools within this multi-Academy trust). Sometimes local or national media may come and
take photographs or film at our school.
We would like your consent for the use of photos and video recordings in the ways we have described above,
for the duration of your enrolment at the school. If you would prefer us not to use any photos or video
recordings of you, just let us know in the form overleaf.
Any photographs or video recordings will be held in accordance with the school’s Data Protection policy.
If you change your mind at any time about the use of your photos/images, you can withdraw your consent
by emailing us at c.shallcross@arkputneyAcademy.org. While we can stop using your photo or recording in
the future, we cannot withdraw or control any photos or recordings already published or in circulation
online.
Students over the age of 13 are required to give their own consent for the use of their images, which is why
we have given you this sheet. However, if you have any questions about anything on this sheet, please ask
your form tutor. We also encourage you to discuss this with your parent/carer, as we will only use photos
and videos if we have consent from both you and your parent/carer.
Please read the above carefully, then tick the relevant choices on the application form to
confirm your agreement.
Thank you for your co-operation.
Yours faithfully,

Ms A Downey
Principal
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Parent/Carer Consent Form for
Use of Photographs/Videos
for parents/carers of pupils aged under 13

Dear parent/carer,
We like to celebrate and showcase your child’s achievements which may sometimes involve taking
photographs and/or video recordings as part of curriculum or extra-curricular activities. These activities
may include classroom activities, educational visits as well as performances, sporting and other school
events.
We may use these photos and recordings in and around school (e.g. on notice boards), on social media,
where they may be used for marketing, fundraising and promotional purposes, in the school’s prospectus,
on our website and in our newsletter. We may also share these images and recordings with Ark Schools (as
we are one of the schools within this multi-Academy trust). Sometimes local or national media may come
and take photographs or film at our school.
We would like your consent for the use of photos and video recordings in the ways we have described above,
for the duration of your child’s enrolment at the school. If you would prefer us not to use any photos or
video recordings of your child, just let us know in the form overleaf.
Any photographs or video recordings will be held in accordance with the school’s Data Protection Policy.
If you change your mind at any time about the use of your child’s photos/images, you can withdraw your
consent by emailing us at c.shallcross@arkputneyAcademy.org. While we can stop using your photo or
recording in the future, we cannot withdraw or control any photos or recordings already published or in
circulation online.
Students 13 years of age and older are also required to give their own consent for the use of their images.
The preceding form is provided for this purpose, and we encourage you to discuss with them. If your child is
13 and over, we will only use photos and videos if we have consent from both you and your child.
Please read the above carefully, then tick the relevant choices on the application form to
confirm your agreement.
Thank you for your co-operation.
Yours faithfully,

Ms A Downey
Principal
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Electronics Policy
Mobile Phones and Electronic Devices
Mobile phones, earphones and tablet computers are not to be seen at all within the Academy site or on
Academy trips (excluding residential).
This means that students should have everything in their bag or blazer pocket, switched off, as they
enter the premises and until they leave the school gate. All electronics are brought in at the owners
risk. We understand that mobile telephones are a necessary form of contact but we advise students not
to bring a mobile phone. If your child requires a mobile phone we would advise buying a low cost ‘pay
as you go’ handset for the journey to and from the Academy.
We operate a ‘Not Seen Not Heard’ policy whereby none of these items are to be seen in the
Academy. If students need to urgently contact a parent/carer they may use the office telephone. The
following protocols are to be actioned in the event of these items being used whilst being part of the
Academy community.
Outside of school hours it is also unacceptable:

• To take photos or videos of other APA students without their permission.
• To send threatening or harassing text messages or phone calls to other APA students or circulate
inappropriate messages or images that others have written or taken

Use of ICT in School
Whilst access to the internet is provided to support lessons this must be used responsibly. All internet
activity is closely monitored and should not be used for any of the following:

•
•
•
•

Online Chat/Messaging
Giving out personal information
Downloading and installing software or viruses
Any of the above activity, in addition to anything else which is deemed an unacceptable use of the
school computers, will be reported to the relevant member of staff and dealt with appropriately.

• Students are not, under any circumstance, allowed to play online games during lesson time.
• Email access is provided for use both within and outside the Academy but must be used

appropriately and for school work only. Always ensure you are polite, use appropriate language and
never reveal any personal information about yourself. Student email within the school is not
considered to be private and is actively monitored. Inappropriate use of the system will be passed
on to the relevant staff member.

• Never upload photos or videos taken within school grounds, or containing any members of staff, to
online social networking and file sharing websites (such as Facebook, YouTube etc.)

• Never share your password with anyone, or ask anyone else for their password. If you forget your
password or think someone may know it speak to a member of the IT department immediately

• Never attempt to access files or programmes for which you have not been granted access.
Please read the above carefully, then tick the relevant choices on the application form to
confirm your agreement.
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Home School Agreement
This agreement clarifies and summarises how parents, carers, the academy, and the student can work to
support one another. This guarantees a student’s success in achieving and enjoying the academy form a
pastoral perspective.
Please read the expectations thoroughly and tick on the application form to confirm your agreement.
Ark Putney Academy’s responsibilities Parents and carers responsibilities
Staff at APA will:
I/we will:

Student responsibilities
I will:

• Show Commitment in the highest expectations in terms of attainment, progress and behaviour.

•

Show Commitment by attending the Academy every day even if
I am feeling unwell and aim for
96% attendance.

•

Ensure I am at the Academy by
8.20am and am on time to registration.

•

Put Effort into my schooling,
especially class and homework.

•

Wear the correct uniform to and
from the Academy and bring my
APA Dozen in a pencil case.

•

Show Independence by recording homework in my planner and
completing it on time to a high
standard.

•

Show Enthusiasm by participating in at least one extra-curricular
activity per week.

•

Follow APA’s behaviour policy at
all times.

•

Not answer back to staff, or refuse
a reasonable request.

•

Not bring any banned items into
the Academy.

•

Report any bullying in our Community.

•

Support APA’s equal opportunities policy.

• Ensure my/our child attends the
Academy every day even if they
feel unwell and is on site by 8.20.

• Ensure students experience out• Not book appointments or holistanding teaching and learning and
days in term time.
that they are actively engaged.
• Ensure that correct uniform is
• Develop a Growth Mindset in our
worn to and from the Academy.
students.
• Check my/our child’s student
• Monitor student progress through
planner and sign it once a week.
Effort and put intervention in
• Discuss homework and encourage
place if required.
my/our child to complete it to a
• Mark student books and give reguhigh standard.
lar feedback.
• Discuss the book my/our child is
• Return calls or emails within 24
currently reading.
hours on Academy days.
• Ensure that my child attends at
• Encourage Teamwork by ensurleast one extra-curricular acing key stage 3 attend one extrativity per week.
curricular activitiy every week .
• Ensure that my/our child attends
• Provide extension to Gifted and
all intervention.
Talented students to grow Enthu• Book an appointment with recepsiasm.
tion if you wish to visit or meet
• Provide updates on your child’s
staff.
progress 5 times per year.
• Provide up to date email, phone
• Grow Independence by providand address details.
ing thorough homework around a
• Attend parents/carers’ evenings or
pre-arranged timetable.
book a meeting before the event if
• Praise and recognise students’
you are unable to make it.
achievement and progress in dis• Sign reports every night if the stuplays and during awards evenings
dent is on report.
in our Community.
• Apply the behaviour policy consistently and fairly to all students.
• Support APA’s equal opportunities
policy.

•
• Contact APA to discuss issues that
may be affecting my/our child’s
•
learning or behaviour
• Support APA and all of its policies
including the 60 minute on the
day Detention and Uniform
and Electronics policy.

•

Make the outside Community impressed with APA students.
Show Teamwork by working
with others.
Always carry your reading book,
planner, and Academy materials
in your APA bag.

Data I understand that information supplied will be treated in confidence. It will be subject to the conditions of
GDPR. I understand that the Academy will keep my data securely and only pass information onto relevant organisations on a need-to-know basis. As a matter of course, these would include examination boards, our managed learning
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